
  
 
1/ Stories need to be good, original and interesting and focus on the work, impact, policy (or 
lack of one) of ASEAN, especially as it turns 50 years old in 2017, or the ASEAN Community 
and ASEAN integration, or ASEAN. 
 
We are not looking at ASEAN as a geographical definition - and ASEAN is not a synonym of 
the South-east Asia region. 
 
2/ A story about one member nation of ASEAN, or any two or several nations, do not count 
as a story focusing on ASEAN's regionalization if they are not connected to an ASEAN 
policy/project/area of work or the ASEAN Community. 
 
Selecting one or two ASEAN countries and comparing them on some topic would not fit into 
Reporting ASEAN if they do not focus on the work of ASEAN the organisation and its 
regional work or the Community.  
 
For instance, a story about an ASEAN member country by itself is not a story for this 
program, but a story idea about how a country will fare/be challenged by or cope with a gov't 
commitment on a particular program under the ASEAN Community would count. 
 
3/Although ASEAN is mainly seen and reported as an organization involved in foreign policy - 
geopolitical issues – stories around ASEAN integration touch on virtually all aspects of 
development. A migration story can be an ASEAN story, so can health, tourism, culture, 
environment – it depends very much on how you angle and conceptualise your story after 
you invest time to study and present your topic well.  
 
4/Good research is essential to pitching a well thought-out story. A useful starting point is to 
read about ASEAN, the ASEAN Community and below are some useful sites, including 
www.asean.org. 
 
ASEAN-focused sites are also useful, like ASEAN studies centers and think tanks, as well as 
research arms of some banks, universities and companies. 
 
5/An ASEAN-related regional story can be done mainly from your home country, involving 
research, reading and analysis and interviews that reflect the ASEAN focus. Natural sources 
are the ASEAN secretariat, diplomats and other officials in charge of ASEAN matters or 
aspects of state commitments under the ASEAN Community, and think tanks. 
 
A regional story need not involve travel to too many places, and traveling more does not 
necessarily deepen a regional story. There are also creative ways to do interviews of oveseas 
sources. 
 
While the reporting subgrant can cover some travel, the program is not a full traveling 
fellowship where journalists are removed from their regular work for three months.  Good, 
critical regional stories can be done from our home cities, but it is our perspectives that are 
regional. 
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